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Psoudo‑Kossel line studies of lattiee strain
around deformation twin in bec erystal

by
S.Sato, [V.Takarna, J.Abe and M.Takahashi

Department of Applied Physics
I"aculty of Engineering, Hokkaido University

Synompsis
An attempt has been made to investigate the aeeommodation
effect on the formation of deformation twin in a 3.25%
silicon iron alloy by divergent X‑ray beam technique. The
lattiee ]?otations of matrix erystal near the twin are obtained
by using the shift of defieient lines on Pseudo‑Kossel
photographs. Comparing with the bending of surface, obtained
by the optieal interferometry, it was concluded that the '
reelaxation of stress at the front of twin was made without
lattice rotation, and also that the observed lattice rotation
would be produeed‑by residual slip disloeations around the
'
twin.
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gi Introduction
It might be important to investigate the mechanism
of stress relaxation at the tip of the twin for understanding
the formation of deformation twin, espeeially fo]7 that having
(1)
large twinning shear as produced in b.c.c. crystals.
Since
this relaxation may not be made perfectly, the aeeommodation
strain will be retained around or/and in the twin lamellae.
The yesidual strain inside the deformation twin in i]7on‑siZieon
alloy was previousZy measured by using micro‑beam X‑ray teehnique.
speeial strains of the order of 10di3 have been obtained with
respeet to the direetion of twinning shear and the axis of
(2)
deformation.
Tn this experiment, following to the previous one,
the lattice rotation around the twin of the sarne material
was measured by divergent beam X‑ray technique. The special
attention has been paid to set the speeimen elose to the
focus on the target, since Pseudo‑Kossel photograph must be
magnified, eorresponding to the specimen, to get the
information around the thin twin. Interferenee micro‑
photographs we?e also taken to measure the surfaee relief
around the twin in eomparison with the lattiee rotation
of mati?ix crystal.

92 Experimental details
Coarse‑grained polycrystalline sheets of iron‑silieon alloy
eontaining 3.25 wt%Si, O.2 rnm thiek, were deformed at room
temperature in tension with a strain rate of O.1/min. The plane
of the sheet was approximately pai7allel to (110), direetion
of tension being nearly parallel to [OOI]. The fo]?mation of
tWin was easily reeognized by audible cliek. The specimens,
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approximately IOO mm long and 7 mm wide, were eleetro‑polished
in a solution of chromium trioxide in phosphorie acid. The
surface relief produced by the twin, with (112) or (112)
composition plane, on the top surfaee of the specimen, was
observed under an optical microscope ' and also by an interference
mieroscope. After taking photographs of the relief, the
speeimens were again thinned eleetrolytieally to 100 7Iam thiek,
foliowed by etching finally to about 80 ,um thick in nital. A
series of Pseudo‑Kossel photographs for the same area as the
interference photograph.s were taken for the thinned specimen.
A capillar7y X‑ray tube with peneil‑shaped target was

OPerated at 38 kv. with emission current of 3pA. On the
tiP of the target made by Co‑Fe alloy, a very fine X‑ray
souree of about 7 ,Iim in diameter, was obtained by a magnetic
lens. The setting of the speeimen was performed by using a
simple optical system and a small goniometer stage with
fine X‑Y adjustrnent. The distanee between the specimen and
the X‑ray foeus was choosen as small as possib]te, say o.2 mm,
in order to obtain the diagram which represents Pseudo‑Kossel
lines eorresponding to the fine region avound the twin in the
specimen. Therefore,,only the transmission Pseudo‑Kossel
patterns were obtained in this exPeriment. Moreover, the
defieent line of the excess‑defieient pair in the diagram was
used for analysing the lattice rotation, since the'̀' one to
)1 between the positions on the X‑ray diagram
one eorrespondenee
and on the specimen was able to be made straight forward. The
X‑ray film with a dimension of 250X300 mrn was placed l20 mm
ahead of the foeus. The magnifieation of the correspondenee
between specimen and film was about 600. A series of
Pseudo‑KosseZ photographs were taken for the tip of twin,
successively by displaeing the specimen about 50 ,"im for eaeh
photograph in the di?ection paraliel to the trace of the twin
on the surfaee.
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The patterns of the intevferenee fringe we?e
undei? the magnificat･ion of 250. The specimen, was
to give the fringes perpendieuiar to the t?aee of
A red filte?, eorresponding to the wavelength of
used to ma/ke the fringe pattern clear.

photographed
placed so as
the twin.
O.66 ium, was

g3, Results and diseussion
'

'
,. Fig.1(a) shows the interferenee
mic?ograph near the tip
of a twin for which a series .of X‑ray photographs were taken.
The plane of the mierograph is nearly,(110). The gradients
of surface in the direetions paralZel and perpendicular to the
traee.of. twin were obtained from the height o4 the two lines
/
in this figure. ,The surface pattern obtained
is schematieally
i?epresented in Fig.1(b). The surface rotations, as indieated
by dotted line in Fig.l(b), about the two axes, [OOI] and [llO]
'
Were ealeulated al,ong the traee of twin.
The varia,tions of, the angles of･these rotations with
respeet to the distanee from the tip are plotted by empty
eireles iri I"ig.3(a) and (b). As seen in these figures, the
tilting angle incroases up to the tip and maximum value is
reaehed at about the posi･tion of tip. In front of the tip,
the tilting 'eontinues for 200 um ox7 more wlt"n the ,angle

deereasing g?adualry. It is worth notlng that the maximum
rotation of the surfaee around [IIO] is about 3" and is mueh
greatev than that around [OOI]. The tilting angles about [IIO]
plotted on the figure aye the average values of those obtained
on the two lines in Fig.I(a).･ The values on the extension
line from the t?ace of the twin are about twice as mueh as
the plotted values.
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One of the X‑‑ray Pseudo‑Kossel photographs' taken for the

same area as in Ng.1(a) is repyesented in Fig.2. The dark
pattern on the･.left hand side Of the photograph is' the shadow ･
of a lead sheet'whieh was plaeed for the purpose of the aceurate,
positioning of twin. The broad dark bands running vertically
at the upper right part of the photograph eorrespond to the
selective etching pattern due to the twin. One is the shadow
of the less etched "twin‑‑hillock" on the top surfaee and the
other on the back surfaee.
The da]?k lines, hyperbolae, ellipses and ci?eles, are the
deficient lines due to the Bragg refleetion oeeur?ing on the
specimen eorresponding to those positions on the film. Main
lines are being indexed on the pattern. The sho?t lines
marked by id aye due to the reNection from the twin, whieh
can be distinguighed from those due to matntx not only by
the length but also by the position, that is, they always appear
between the two broad hillock bands deseribed above. The lines
due to matrix are usually very sharp except near the twin
Where they are broad or shifted as marked by uee . The regions
A and B of the photogyaph are enlarged for comparison, the
forme? corresponds to the region distant from the twin,
the latter being elose Po the twin. It is usual to understand
that the shifts ox the broadenings of the Iine are due both
to the lattiee strai,n and the ]attice .r. otation of matrix
e.rystal near the twin. In this survey, however, only the
laVtice ]?otation is treated as the origin of these
ii?regularities.k The shifts of line due to matrix crystal

neaT the twin were measured for a series of photographs
wi?h dtfferent positions. The i?otation of' lattiee plane is
t.
'
re The observed directions of the shift from (hkl) and (fikl)

support that the origin is a]most the lattice votation. The
previous results by micro‑beam X‑ray teehbique a?e also in
agreement with the present result.

tt

'

'
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'
calculated frorn the shift on the photograph by a simple
geometrteal relation. Mt should bte･tnoted that the direction
of lattice ]?otation was the same as bhat of the supface tilting
measured by interferometry as indieated in Fig.1(b).
The values of tl e rotation angle of lattice plane obtained
along the twin are represented in Fig.3(a) and (b) by solid
marks. The variation of the lattice rotation about [OOI] axis
along the twin has a notieiable feature as seen in Fig.3(a).
The lattiee rotation of about 20' was retained at the boundary
in the matrix. Near the tip this value increaseg up to
about le and passing over the tip, the value decreases
rapidly to zero. The similar variation is also seen in Fig)3(b)
except Iess clear maxirnum at the tip.
'
If one eompares the lattiee rotation (@ ewA ete.) with' the

tilting of the surfaee (o), the important differences ean be
'
seen as follows:
(]) The lattiee rotation diminishes i?apidly at the tip,
but the tilting of the surfaee cont.inues for a long distance
'
over the tip.
(2) The lattiee rotation is less than 1", but the tilting
of the surfaee is usually more than that.
(3)' At the tip, the amount of the lattiee rotation about
[OOI] is almost the same as the tilting angle of the surface,
but this is not t]?ue for t'he rotation about [llO].

F]?om these experimental results, the following behavior
of the accomodation of matrix erystal wilZ be considered.
That is, due to the large twinning shear in b.c.e. c?ystal,
remarkable accovaodation slips on (ll2), (OU) and (IOI) must
occur. The slips weTe frequently observed under the optical
microscope. The situation around the twin will be like Fig.4
where one sees the slip disloeations with a/2 [11U Burgers '
veetor move to relax the aeeomodation stress. If thexie is some
reason preventing the dislocation movement to the surface, the
edge component of the disloeation, distributed like A in Fig.4
will pyoduce the lattice rotation as shown in Fig.3(b). On
‑6‑
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the other hand, the serew dislocation, indicated by B in Fig.4,
may produce the lattice rotation in Fig.3(a). Even though
the remarkable relaxation must occur by the movement of se]7ew
dislocations at the ineoherent twin boundary, the density of
the residual screw dislocation will be larger, than that on
the coherent boundary as shown in Fig.4. This corresponds to
the occuri?enee of the maximum rotation near the tip in Fig.3(a).
The above statement tn qualitative nature must be
reexamined quantitatively by adding the experimental data for
another orientations.
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Interference micrograph showing gradient of surfaee
around a twin. The sureace bending was measured
on the two lines parallel to the twin.
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Fig.4 Schematie representatlon of
aeeommodation around a ewin
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Fig.2

A Pseudo‑Kosset photograph for the twin and its neigh‑
borhood in Fig.1(a). Regions A and B are entarged for

companson.

/: deficient tine due to reftection from twin
X: broad or shifted line due to lattice rotation
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